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T

here are Bibles aplenty in our world, hundreds if Amazon.com is any
guide. In late 2009, Amazon listed over one thousand books on its
Bible hit list that have not even been released yet. Over one thousand new
books of the roughly 450,000 listed Bible hits portend heavy reading this
year for those who try to keep up with things biblical.
A beneficial search in this swim through the Amazon of books is for
new Bible translations, which now seem plentiful, although there were
very few in the years after King James. An almost three-century gap separates the King James Version (KJV) in 1611 from the next major English
translations, the English Revised Version (ERV) in 1881–85 and the American Standard Version (ASV) in 1901. And even though new translations
were more frequent in the 1900s, it was not until 1988 that another version,
the NIV (New International Version, first published in 1973), outsold the
Bible of the Reformation and Restoration that Latter-day Saints still use.1
The question for Latter-day Saint readers is whether or not any of the
new translations are important enough to supplement the Authorized Version, or King James Version, which is most commonly used in the Church.
In regard to other translations, the Latter-day Saints may sometimes
harbor the same mindset we read about in 2 Nephi 29:3: “A Bible! A Bible!
We have got a Bible, and there cannot be any more Bible.” Of course, it is
unlikely that another translation will match the King James Version in
poetic power, but the Saints can learn and benefit from new translations
used alongside the familiar Bible.
A reverent familiarity with the King James Version quickened the
spirit of Joseph Smith as he petitioned for wisdom during the translation
of the Book of Mormon. But it is fair to ask if any Bible translations since
the masterpiece of 1611 are valuable to the modern Saints, who live with the
caveat “as far as it is translated correctly” (Articles of Faith 1:8). For example, the Saints might want to look at the NRSV (New Revised Standard
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Version) of 1989 because it “corrects” prior translations with footnotes to
the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The latest serious translation of the Bible that may be inviting to
Latter-day Saint readers is The Five Books of Moses, translated by Robert
Alter, a well-established Berkeley professor of Hebrew and comparative
literature. Alter has taken biblical studies in a literary direction over the
past few decades with such works as The Art of Biblical Narrative (1983) and
The Art of Biblical Poetry (1987). Alter invites us to enjoy the pure pleasures
of literature as we read the Bible. Similarly, Alter first justifies his newest
work with a literary argument:
Broadly speaking, one may say that in the case of modern versions,
the problem is a shaky sense of English and in the case of the King
James Version, a shaky sense of Hebrew. The present translation is an
experiment in re-presenting the Bible—and, above all, biblical narrative
prose—in a language that conveys with some precision the semantic
nuances and the lively orchestration of literary effects of the Hebrew and
at the same time has stylistic and rhythmic integrity as literary English.
(xvi)

Alter accomplishes this objective, and the literary reader will enjoy the
style. He is not only successful with his translation, but he also offers footnotes that give insights into his translation decisions. For example, KJV
readers come to “firmament” in Genesis and may wonder about its definition, even after noting that the footnote suggests “expanse.” Although
Alter’s word choice, “vault,” may lack the poetic ring of the familiar KJV
“firmament,” the reader can turn to the footnote and see exactly why Alter
chose the term.
Alter also helps the reader with the familiar terms “man Adam” and
“Adam,” and in this translation the “help meet” Eve is a “sustainer.” The
list of specific footnoted word helps could go on and on. The word in
Genesis translated by the King James translators as “know” can be a real
problem. The verb yada, translated as “know,” has three meanings in the
early Genesis chapters: “to know,” “to understand,” and “to have carnal
relations with.” 2 In the various instances yada is translated, Alter stays
close to the Hebrew. He does make a small change with a comma, rendering the phrase “the tree of knowledge, good and evil.” But the humans
“know good and evil” and Adam “knew” Eve. Despite the word helps, it is
quickly apparent that Alter is translating the Bible, not explaining it.
Alter’s overall translation is successful because he treats each of the five
books of Moses as a coherent book. The academic world has been arguing
for two centuries about the four writers whose narrative threads intertwine
in Genesis. This documentary hypothesis has fractionalized the scenes of
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the Bible’s founding narrative. It is interesting that readers do not obsess
with explaining every contradiction in an epic novel, but they do when
reading Genesis. In such explaining, we find what Alter calls “the unacknowledged heresy underlying most modern English versions of the Bible”
(xiv). Modern translators, whether secular or sacred, try with their translations to explain the Bible. A secular, academic translator may try to explain
the seven pairs of clean animals in Genesis 7 and the single-paired animals
in the flood story in Genesis 6 as a merger of two documents or manuscripts. The sacred, religious translator may downplay any discrepancies
and unify the text with doctrinal explanations—the law of animal sacrifice
would make it necessary to bring seven pairs because, obviously, sacrificing
one member of a sole mating pair would eliminate the species.
It should not be a surprise that the Bible translation heresy is often
taken to excess. Fellow “heretics” have spent reams of papyrus, parchment,
and paper on small details such as the 153 fish caught in John chapter 21,
to the point that now the multifarious explanations on the mysteries of
the number 153 have their own Wikipedia entry. 3 How refreshing to read
Alter’s translation, which does not try to explain the Bible.
Alter’s objective, to avoid the translation heresy of explanation, succeeds for the literary reader. Alter uses English that is loyal to the Hebrew
text and captures the nuances of poetic device, both in Hebrew and in
English. His translations let the poetry stand. They remain in the spirit of
Archibald MacLeish’s well-known couplet: “A poem should not mean / But
be.” And because Alter is a faithful poet, we discover that the first poem in
the Bible comes early on in Genesis 1. The announcement of Eve’s creation
is a poem recited by Adam:
This one at last, bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh,
This one shall be called Woman,
For from man was this one taken. (22)

The poetry continues; the curse imposed on the first parents is a poem,
and God confronts Cain with a poem. The deluge sent by God begins in a
poetic rush:
All the wellsprings of the great deep burst
And the casements of the heavens were opened. (44)

Along with the poignant poetry are crisp narratives, even some that make
us smile at the last punch line, as when Sarah doubts the possibility of
pregnancy in her old age:
And Sarah was listening at the tent flap, which was behind him. And
Abraham and Sarah were old, advanced in years, Sarah no longer had
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her woman’s flow. And Sarah laughed inwardly, saying, “After being
shriveled, shall I have pleasure, and my husband is old?” And the LORD
said to Abraham, “Why is it that Sarah laughed, saying, ‘Shall I really
give birth, old as I am?’ Is anything beyond the LORD? In due time I
will return to you, at this very season, and Sarah shall have a son.” And
Sarah dissembled, saying, “I did not laugh,” for she was afraid. And He
said, “Yes, you did laugh.” (87)

Bible translations of this passage do not get better than this, yet
the Authorized Version is not about to be replaced. There are some
superior KJV passages that live in the spiritual DNA of Bible readers.
When the King James translators had Abraham answer Isaac’s question
about the lack of an offering with “God will provide himself an offering,”
they opened a metaphorical understanding of the Atonement not present
in Alter’s “God will see to the sheep for the offering, my son.”
Though memorable KJV phrases will never be replaced, Alter’s The
Five Books of Moses deserves a place more prominent than on a library
shelf of Bible translations and commentaries; it should be on the bed stand
to be read and enjoyed.
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